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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055&4001

November 12, 1997

MEMORANDUMTO: Geoffery E. Grant, Director
Division of Reactor Safety
Region III

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Gail H. Marcus, Director N'/~~
Project Directorate III-3
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

RESPONSE TO TECHNICALASSISTANCE REQUEST (AITS 96-
0320) RELATED TO COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM
FLOW REQUIREMENTS AT D.C. COOK (TAC NOS. M97198 AND
M97199)

The Plant Systems Branch has reviewed the September 13, 1996, Region III Technical
Assistance Request (AITS 96-0320) related to the acceptability of revisions to the D.C. Cook
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Specifically, Region III requested NRR to review the
licensee's revision to FSAR Section 9.5, "Component Cooling Water (CCW) System," dated
July 1996. In that revision, the title of FSAR Table 9.5-2 was changed from "Component
Cooling System Minimum Flow Requirements per Train," to "Component Cooling Water
Nominal Flow Requirements Per Train." The "trains" identified in the table are the
"safeguards" train (safety-related heat loads required for safe shutdown and generally
referred to as engineered safety features at other plants) and the "miscellaneous" train
(primarily nonsafety-related heat loads that are not required for safe shutdown). For each of
these trains, specific CCW loads are listed and a flow requirement is identified for different
conditions including design flow, normal operation, LOCA [loss-of-coolant accident] injection,
LOCA recirculation, and cooldown. Additionally, a note was added to identify that the flows
listed for the miscellaneous train, except for the containment air recirculation/hydrogen
skimmer fans, are not required for the safeguards operation of the CCW system and are
provided for information only. The identified heat loads for the miscellaneous train include
the sample coolers, the spent fuel pool heat exchanger, the seal water heat exchanger, and
reactor coolant pump thermal barriers.

REGION III CONCERN

Region III quotes 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of Applications; Technical Information," Section
(b), Final Safety Analysis Report, which states, in part, that the FSAR shall include a
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description and analysis of the systems and components, with emphasis upon performance
requirements, the bases, with technical justification to show that the safety functions will be
accomplished. The Region III request goes on to state that it is not clear ifflow requirements
for those CCW system loads, which do not serve the safety injection and cooldown systems,
are required to be included although these parameters are important for the reliable and/or
safe operation of the facility. The region further states that currently, the design flows are .

being met for all flows except the sample coolers. Another concern regarding this change
(as noted by the region) is that it might be misleading to state that the flows are for
information only since the design and licensing basis utilize these flows. The region is
concerned that, based on the revised FSAR, CCW flows might be altered such that some
licensing or design commitments might not be met.

Because the CCW flow to the sample coolers did not meet the FSAR minimum identified
design flow specified in Table 9.5-2 before the revision, and no safety evaluation was
documented, a violation of 10 CFR 50.59 was issued. Following inspector inquiries, a safety
evaluation of the FSAR revision was performed. The region requested that we review the
FSAR revision (and the licensee's supporting safety evaluation) with regards to its
appropriateness.

RESPONSE

The licensee's FSAR revision changed "minimum" flow to "nominal" flow in the title of Table
9.5-2. We believe this change more accurately reflects the flows listed in the table. For
instance, the charging pump heat exchanger design flow is listed as 31 gallons per minute
(gpm). In all of the other columns (normal operation, injection, recirculation, and cooldown)
for the charging pump, the specified flow is 40 gpm. In fact, 40 gpm is the flow that is
normally supplied to this component under the various conditions specified; however, it is not
the "minimum required" flow. Thus, the term "nominal" more accurately describes the
information presented in the table. The flow identified in the "design" column of the table
should be considered the minimum required flow for each component.

The FSAR is a licensing document, not a design document. The licensee is not required to
provide all of the specific design details for each system in the FSAR. Since the staff does
not have the required information to develop or verify flow models, the specific minimum flow
requirements to each and every component-under various configurations are usually not
required to be identified in the FSAR. Vendor design documents are usually relied upon to
verify adequate flow to specific components. In fact, some FSARs do not include a table
similar to Table 9.5-2, and instead only identify the design flows for the major components of
the CCW system. However, those FSARs still reflect a commitment that the minimum
required (design) flows to all safety-related equipment must be met under all design basis
conditions. This commitment must be met regardless of the minimum or maximum flows to
any nonsafety-related equipment in the system. Generally speaking, the staff requires
licensees to speciflically identify the minimum required cooling water flows to equipment that
is used in calculations for transient heat analyses that are reviewed, or in some cases
independently calculated, by the staff. This equipment includes, but is not limited to,
containment fan coolers residual heat removal heat exchangers, and spent fuel pool coolers.
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Additionally, in the FSAR section for each system, the licensee should identify the design
data for all major safety-related components. This data should include the design flow rates
for both the shell and tube sides of the system heat exchangers.

With regards to the licensee's revision to include a note specifying that certain miscellaneous
train component flow rates are not required for safeguards operation of the CCW system and
are provided for information only, the staff does not see how this might affect the requirement
for meeting minimum required flows to required safeguards components. The term 'or
information only" is meant to signify that, although the flows are identiTied to be provided to
the tdentiTied component under the listed conditions, flow is not ~re uired to be delivered to
those components under ~safe uards conditions (e.g., LOCA injection and LOCA
recirculation). The design flow column for these components still should be considered to list
the minimum required CCW flow that is necessary to remove the design heat load from that
component. The Region III associated concern is that the licensee could alter CCW flows
such that some licensing or design commitments might not be met. However, no specific
licensing or design commitments of concern were identified by the region, and the staff also
has not identified any commitments that could be affected in this manner by the addition of
the note (Note 6 to Table 9.5-2).

Based on our review as described above, we conclude that the licensee's FSAR revisions to
Table 9.5-2 more accurately reflect the design and operation of the CCW system and are,
therefore, acceptable. We also concluded that the licensee's supporting evaluation was
acceptable to support the FSAR revisions, but identified some apparent related discrepancies
(discussed below) that indicate further evaluation by the licensee is necessary.

As indicated above, we have identified some apparent discrepancies regarding CCW flow to
the sample coolers in the licensee's changes to Table 9.5-2 and the backup evaluations
performed by the licensee; notably the licensee's March 4 and July 31, 1996, internal
memoranda on CCW flow documentation. The sample coolers are identified in the revised
table as not being required for safeguards operation of the CCW system. The March 4
memorandum states the following:

It is further noted that the services listed under the miscellaneous train, such
as sample coolers, are not required during a safety actuation but are listed
since they do not automatically isolate during an SI actuation. The
miscellaneous train services are not important to the safety function of the
CCW system.

Also, the licensee's July 31, 1996, internal memorandum (and the revised Table 9.5-2)
indicates that the containment air recirculation/hydrogen skimmer fans are the only
miscellaneous train load required for safeguards operation of the CCW system on a
containment spray signal (Phase B) and are only needed during LOCA recirculation. This
memorandum also states that flow to the sample coolers is not needed for safeguards
operation of the CCW system.
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Contrary to the above, according to FSAR Section 9.6, the sample coolers automatically
isolate on a Phase A isolation signal and the PASS (post-accident-sampling system) coolers
have provisions for opening the containment isolation valves during the injection phase.
Therefore, it appears that flow to the sampling coolers may be needed for safeguards
operation of the CCW system (after manually initiating flow, or if is it not automatically
isolated, flow will continue after safeguards signal) since the PASS coolers are needed within
an hour (usually) post-LOCA.

The licensee should correct this apparent discrepancy or otherwise explain why there is no
discrepancy.

Ifyou have any questions or comments regarding this memorandum, please call Bill LeFave
at (301) 415-3285 or John Hickman at (301) 415-3017.
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